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Abstract—Images, as high-dimensional data, usually embody
large variabilities. To classify images for versatile applications,
an effective algorithm is necessarily designed by systematically
considering the data structure, similarity metric, discriminant
subspace, and classifier. In this paper, we provide evidence that,
besides the Fisher criterion, graph embedding, and tensorization
used in many existing methods, the correlation-based similarity
metric embodied in supervised multilinear discriminant subspace
learning can additionally improve the classification performance.
In particular, a novel discriminant subspace learning algorithm,
called correlation tensor analysis (CTA), is designed to incorporate
both graph-embedded correlational mapping and discriminant
analysis in a Fisher type of learning manner. The correlation
metric can estimate intrinsic angles and distances for the locally
isometric embedding, which can deal with the case when Euclidean
metric is incapable of capturing the intrinsic similarities between
data points. CTA learns multiple interrelated subspaces to obtain a low-dimensional data representation reflecting both class
label information and intrinsic geometric structure of the data
distribution. Extensive comparisons with most popular subspace
learning methods on face recognition evaluation demonstrate the
effectiveness and superiority of CTA. Parameter analysis also
reveals its robustness.
Index Terms—Correlation tensor analysis (CTA), discriminant
analysis, face recognition, image classification, subspace learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
MAGE classification, especially face image classification,
attracts much attention recently as a result of the increasing
demand for developing real-world vision systems. Face recognition using appearance-based learning algorithms, a particular
open topic in such areas, brings out a great deal of research
and discussion due to its promising applications. However, improving the face recognition performance is still difficult because of the large variability in the facial appearance. In general,
there are four main factors that mostly affect the recognition accuracy: discriminant subspace (dimensionality reduction), similarity metric, data structure, and classifier.
Classical methods, such as principal component analysis
(PCA) [24] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [14], rep-
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resent the input data as vectors and use Euclidean distance as
the basic metric for nearest neighbor (NN) classification. These
methods seek the global projection via an optimization formulation assuming the Gaussian distribution in the original data
space. For some specific classification tasks, PCA is not very
effective for extracting the most discriminant features. LDA
may perform poorly for problems with small sample sizes.
When focusing more on the subspace learning aspect, some
recent studies, such as locality preserving projection (LPP) [5]
and locally embedded analysis (LEA) [8], reveal that local features and intrinsic geometric structures in the input space take on
more discriminating power for classification. Such techniques
assume that the high-dimensional data can be considered as a
set of geometrically related points lying on a smooth low-dimensional manifold, e.g., a face manifold. Moreover, the subspace learning procedure incorporating both Fisher criterion and
graph embedding is proven to be able to further boost the classifier’s discriminating power [1], [9], [10].
Using the similarity metric for manifold structure representation and discriminant feature extraction is also reported in several studies [22], [29]. It is often the case that the Euclidean
metric is incapable of capturing the intrinsic similarities between image data points. The semidefinite embedding (SDE)
[23] estimates local angles and distances for the locally isometric embedding. The basic idea is to support the existence
of a rotation, reflection and/or translation for the local mapping
between data points and their neighbors. Conformal embedding
analysis (CEA) [7] boosts its discriminating power by projecting
the high-dimensional data onto the unit hypersphere [21], [22]
and preserves intrinsic angle-based neighbor affinity with local
graph modeling.
Besides the existing work on subspace learning aspect or
manifold-based discriminant feature extraction, some recent
studies also focus on the data structure aspect. These methods,
such as tensor PCA [11], tensor LDA [12], tensor subspace
analysis (TSA) [6], tensor LDE [15], and tensorface [13], treat
original data as second- or higher-order tensors [25], [26]. For
supervised classification involving high-dimensionality, the
tensorization can lead to structured dimensionality reduction
by learning multiple interrelated subspaces. Discriminant
analysis using tensor representation can avoid the curse of
dimensionality dilemma and overcome the small sample size
problem. The computational cost of these methods is very
low because the data dimensions in the generalized eigenvalue
decomposition are significantly reduced.
Instead of focusing on a single factor, we are interested in
comprehensively considering the factors in a systematic way
and design a new discriminant subspace learning method, called
correlation tensor analysis (CTA). Incorporating both correla-
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tional mapping and discriminant analysis, CTA conducts the
graph embedding to keep the data relationships measured by
correlation for the same class; at the same time, it keeps apart
data points of different classes in a Fisher analysis manner. As
for the data structure aspect, CTA is designed to capture higherorder structures in the data patterns by encoding each object as a
second- or higher-order tensor. Therefore, CTA learns multiple
interrelated subspaces to obtain a low-dimensional data representation reflecting both class label information and intrinsic
manifold structure. To be consistent in the classification, we use
the maximal correlation affinity classifier to apply the similarity
matching characteristic to CTA.
CTA has several properties that are worthy of highlighting.
1) The correlation metric used in CTA framework can estimate
intrinsic angles and distances for the locally isometric embedding to support the existence of gray-level variations, rotations,
and/or translations for the local mapping between image data
points and their neighbors. This characteristic can deal with
the case when Euclidean metric is incapable of capturing the
intrinsic similarities between image data points. 2) CTA is
designed to handle tensor representations for data structure. It,
therefore, inherits the advantages of tensorization to avoid the
curse of dimensionality dilemma, overcome the small sample
size problem and significantly reduce computational cost.
3) CTA integrates the Fisher criterion and manifold embedding
for supervised discriminant modeling. No data distribution
assumption is made since locality affinity graphs are adopted to
represent the intrinsic geometrical structure. 4) CTA embedding
is derived from flexible designs. Different modes for setting
correlation affinity weights can fit different learning scenarios
and experimental protocols.
To demonstrate the proposed method, we focus on the
second-order tensor analysis and perform appearance-based
face recognition experiments on the CMU PIE [20] and Yale-B
[18] + Extended Yale-B [19] databases. We extensively compare the classification performance of CTA with most popular
subspace learning methods focusing on different aspects to
boost the discriminating power. Experimental results demonstrate that CTA benefits from its encouraging properties and
achieves competitive face recognition performance with a low
computational complexity. Parameter analysis also suggests
some empirical ways to better tune the parameters to improve
the performance.
Before getting into details of our proposed method, in Section II, we first provide the objective and theoretical foundation
of CTA. The formulation of CTA algorithm is presented in detail in Section III. We demonstrate the effectiveness of CTA in
Section IV with experiments and conclude the paper at last.
II. THEORETICAL FOUNDATION AND OBJECTIVE
Before introducing the CTA algorithm, we first present the
basic theoretical foundation and objective in this section.
A. Similarity by Correlation
“Correlation” indicates the strength and direction of a linear
relationship between two random variables. In the broad sense,
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Fig. 1. Euclidean measure versus correlation measure.

measuring the degree of correlation is apt to measure the particular intrinsic distance or similarity between a variable pair.
Suppose two image samples are considered as two random variand
. Then each pixel in the image denotes a meaables,
surement. Typically, if the two series of measurements are represented by two vectors, respectively, the correlation coefficient
between them can be viewed as the normalized inner product or
the cosine angle between them. The Pearson correlation coefficient is one possible definition which only works with centered
data that are shifted by the mean of measurements so as to have
an average of zero. The uncentered Pearson correlation coefficient is another possible way to define such metric [28]. If the
two series of (centered or uncentered) measurements are repre,
sented by two th-order tensors,
respectively, we extend the correlation concept to the following
definition:
(1)
where, in a general definition, the inner product of two tenand
with the same dimension is
sors
.
Note
that
and large correlation value indicates
small distance between the two samples. Hence, the metric
and
can be defined as
.
between
In the first-order tensor case, for example, we can see that the
correlation metric on sample vectors considers the angle distance while discarding the scaling on the magnitude. Such a
metric has the advantage of stability to noise and is insensitive to
global scaling of the vector magnitude, implying a good generalization ability. For example, in Fig. 1, the two classes are correctly classified with a correlation measure, while the Euclidean
measure fails in this case. This extreme case of example is not
typical of the classification performance of correlation measure,
though it really often happens in image processing when illumination dominate the variations. We utilize it to clearly justify the
intuition of out proposed algorithm for image classification.
B. Correlation Graph Embedding
denotes a set of
Suppose
th-order tensors representing the measurements of images
. If
constructs a nonlinear submanifold em, we can learn a faithful embedding
bedded in
to reveal the intrinsic structure of the manifold by keeping the
correlation affinity between data points. CTA borrows the Graph
Embedding [1] framework for designing the objective. The
essential trick is to design a new similarity metric to form the
graph and learn the embedding. In the graph, the connectivity
can be defined by -maximal correlational neighbors—the case
when
is in one of the neighbors of
corresponding to
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the largest correlation values and vice versa. We, therefore,
formulate the correlation graph embedding energy function as
(2)

is one-to-one
where low-dimensional representation
and
is the weight set
corresponded to
in the graph. In the CTA frameassociated with
are represented by the set
work, the measurements of
of
th-order tensors
, where
for
. The purpose of this objective
function is to describe the pairwise correlation of the global data
manifold. A larger correlation value between two data points
is weighted by a larger weight since the data pair has shorter
distance between them. The embedding is usually calculated
by minimizing (2) subject to some constraints.
C. Weight Modes
Suppose the original image samples are already normalized
to have unit norm.1 In general, the correlation distance between
.
two images can be defined by
. We define three optional
Hence, we have
configuration to form the weight matrices
and
modes of
[7] which are used for solving (2).
1) Balanced Soft Weights. If node and are connected, the
and
is set by
weight of the edge between
. Otherwise,
if node and are not connected.
2) Unbalanced Soft Weights. If node and are connected,
, the weight is set by
for
, while for
, the weight is set by
, where and can be different.
if node and are not connected.
Otherwise,
3) Balanced Rigid Weights. If node and are connected,
.
the weight of the edge between them is set by
Otherwise,
if they are not connected.
and
are symmetric and nonnegative matrices
The
which are defined over all data points to model the local correlation affinity structure of the manifold. The basic criteria in
choosing the weights is to penalize the distance measure between data pair via the weights for calculating the embedding.
The three modes here are related and defined to adapt to different type of applications, such as manifold visualization or
pattern classification. More possible weight modes can be retrieved from [27].

III. CORRELATION TENSOR ANALYSIS
We are interested in the multilinear subspace analysis for classification. Therefore, the formulations for CTA are all derived
from the tensor representations.
1In the first-order tensor representation (vector), the normalization process
projects the original data onto a unit hypersphere. The correlation between two
samples is equivalent to the cosine of the angle between them [7].

A. Discriminant Correlation Embedding With Tensor
Representation
Assume that the given high-dimensional data samth-order tensors
ples are denoted as a set of
and the corresponding
class labels
, with each datum
belonging to a class .
also constructs a nonlinear
,
submanifold embedded in the original space
e.g., the face submanifold. To obtain an embedding for
discriminative subspace learning, the basic objective of CTA
is to find a low-dimensional tensor representation
of the original data with following three criterions through a
, where
:
transformation function
• preserve the same-class pairwise correlation affinity while
keeping away the different-class pairwise correlation
affinity after the embedding;
• if the two original high-dimensional data samples have
large correlation affinity, then the correlation affinity between the corresponded low-dimensional points are large
as well;
• the embedded low-dimensional representation can better
reflect the class relations with respect to the labeling information for classification.
is specified by
In this paper, the transformation function
, where
a tensor formulation. Let
for
. So, our goal is to calculate all
.
the optimal
B. Objective Function and Optimization
In the embedding design, we define two correlation affinity
graphs and , both with nodes. The th node corresponds
to the datum . For , we only consider each pair of data,
and
, that are from the same class with
. An edge is
constructed between nodes and if
is among -maximal
and vice versa. For , we only
correlational neighbors of
and , that are from the different
consider each pair of data,
. An edge is constructed between nodes and
class with
if
is among -maximal correlational neighbors of
and
vice versa. Note that and can be different and chosen with
empirical values. Then the objective function of CTA is defined
as follows:
(3)

to
is
The above transformation from
originally derived from the basic idea of CEA [7], which conducts discriminant subspace learning by projecting the original
data points from a high-dimensional unit hypersphere to a
low-dimensional unit hypersphere in terms of a Fisher type of
learning criterion. According to the definition in (1) and (3) can
be rewritten as

(4)
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where

,
, and
. This is a nonlinear objective function. Define the
-mode unfolding [2] of tensor into a matrix as
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and denotes the long column vector formed by concatenating
the columns of matrix in ().
C. Initial Solution

with
(5)
Suppose
, we have
and
. Then (4) can be rewritten as (6), shown at the
bottom of the page.
There is no closed-form solution for the optimization
problem in (6). An iterative procedure can be used to find
the approximate solutions. The basic idea is to first iniwith a valid initial solution; then assume
tialize
are known so that
is solved
, we define the gradient descent
by fixing the others. To solve
rule for optimization by differentiating with respect to matrix
. This can be optimized by steepest descent, conjugate
gradients or other fast gradient descent methods. Then we can
simply derive (7)

Since the objective function in (6) is not convex, we can only
calculate a local maxima. Especially, when the dimension of
the data space is too large, the gradient descent may not be
deep enough to converge to a good solution. In order to get a
sufficient optimum, a good initial solution before iterative gradient descent is very crucial. We, therefore, need to find an ap. Since
proximate formulation to calculate the initial point
is highly correlated with
, we
define the objective formulation for initial point as (9). Without
losing generality, we consider the following common form with
or :

(9)
Then (9) can be rewritten as (10)

(7)
where

(8)

(10)

(6)
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Fig. 2. Face image samples. (a) Two subjects in the PIE database. (b) One subject in the Yale-B database.

TABLE I
FACE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE PIE DATABASE

where
is diagonal and
for
or
s. We further write the objective function of initial solution as
follows:

(11)

The optimization problem of the initial point here is still not
a closed-form solution; therefore, we still need iterative calculations. Again, we consider the idea to first arbitrarily initialize
; then assume
are known so that
is solved by fixing the others. One possible way to compute
is to solve the generalized eigenvalue
decomposition problem in (12), which is equivalent to the optimization problem in (11)

(12)
is to transform the trace
An alternative way to compute
ratio optimization problem in (11) into a trace difference optimization problem defined as follows:

(13)

where is the ratio value in (11) computed in the previous iteration. In this case, the generalized eigenvalue decomposition
problem is changed to

(14)
It has been demonstrated in [3] that the second method can
monotonously increase the value of the objective function with
guaranteed convergency, which may leads to superior performance over the first.
D. Maximal Correlation Affinity Classification
In addition to subspace learning, we also use the correlation
affinity for classification to keep the consistency of the similarity
measure. For a testing data point tensor
,
we can project it into the learned tensor subspace by
. The classification problem is defined
, satisfying
to predict
(15)

IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of proposed CTA algorithm
for face recognition on the two popular large-size face image
databases: CMU PIE [20] and Yale-B [18] + Extended Yale-B
[19]. Fig. 2 shows some face image samples in the two
databases. These two databases both contain large illumination
variations in face images, which are apt to be tackled by most
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TABLE II
FACE RECOGNITION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON ON THE YALE-B DATABASE

discriminant subspace learning methods for classification. We
compare CTA with the most popular linear subspace learning
algorithms for face recognition, e.g., PCA [24], LDA [14],
LPP [5], LSDA [4], Tensor LDA (TLDA) [12], Tensor LPP
(TLPP) [6], Tensor LDE (TLDE) [10], Normalization+TLDA
(N-TLDA), Normalization+TLPP (N-TLPP), and Normalization+TLDE (N-TLDE). The normalization preprocessing in
N-TLDA, N-TLPP, and N-TLDE is the same as that in CTA
when we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient. Here,
PCA is unsupervised while the others are all trained in a supervised manner. Those subspace learning methods are combined
with Nearest Neighbor (NN) classifier for classification. The
baseline recognition is performed in the original image space
without any dimensionality reduction. All the results for those
algorithms in comparison are from the best tuning of their
parameters. The feature structures for baseline, PCA, LDA,
LPP, and LSDA are all vectors, while for TLDA, TLPP, TLDE,
N-TLDA, N-TLPP, N-TLDE, and CTA are all matrices. For all
the tensorization methods, without losing generality, we only
for simplification.
test the dimension reduction case of
A. Experimental Results on PIE Database
The CMU PIE (Pose, Illumination, and Expression) database
contains in total 41368 images of 68 subjects with 500+ images
for each. The face images were captured by 13 synchronized
cameras and 21 flashes, under varying pose, illumination, and
expression. For each subject, we manually select 168 images
from five near frontal poses (C05, C07, C09, C27, C29) and all
the images under different illuminations and expressions. Face
images are manually aligned, cropped out from the selected images and resized to be 20 20, with 256 gray levels per pixel.
The feature of each image is represented by a 400-dimensional
column vector or a 20 20 matrix (2-D tensor).
We randomly choose 34 images per individual to form a subdatabase. There are 2312 images in total. A random database
partition is performed with 5, 10, 15, and 20 images per individual for training, and the rest of the database for testing. Dif-

ferent subspace learning methods are applied to represent the facial features for NN classification. Table I shows the recognition
results for each method with both error rates and dimensions for
the optimal face subspaces. We can see that PCA performs the
worst; LDA, LPP, and LSDA, are generally comparable; TLDA,
TLPP, and TLDE perform comparable to each other. The normalization preprocessing in N-TLDA, N-TLPP, and N-TLDE
can significantly improve the performance of TLDA, TLPP, and
TLDE. As can be seen, CTA consistently outperforms the other
11 methods in all four cases of database partitions with the
lowest error rates of 41.78%, 24.39%, 17.26%, and 12.82%,
respectively. The dimensions of the 4 CTA subspaces corresponding to the best results are 16 16, 16 16, 14 14,
and 14 14, respectively. The improvement of the recognition
accuracy by CTA is significant.
B. Experimental Results on Yale-B Database
The Yale Face Database B contains 5760 single light source
images of 10 subjects, each under 576 viewing conditions (nine
poses 64 illumination conditions). The extended Yale Face
Database B contains 16128 images of 28 human subjects under
nine poses and 64 illumination conditions. The data format of
the two databases are the same. We combine the two databases
and form a new one including 38 subjects’ face images. For
this database, the images are cropped and resized to 32 32,
with 256 gray levels per pixel. The feature of each image is
represented by a 1024-dimensional column vector or a 32 32
matrix (2-D tensor).
We select around 64 near frontal images under different illuminations per individual for our experiment. A random database partition is performed with 5, 10, 20, and 30 images per
individual for training, and the rest of the database for testing.
Again, different subspace learning methods are applied to represent the facial features for NN classification. Table II shows
the recognition results for each method with both error rates
and dimensions for the optimal face subspaces. We still see that
PCA performs the worst; the other six methods are comparable
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Fig. 3. Comparison of face recognition error rates versus dimensions of the learned subspaces on PIE and Yale-B. The dimensions of the learned subspaces for
the tensorization methods are represented by d = d
d . (a) PIE: 15 train. samples; (b) PIE: 20 train. samples; (c) Yale-B: 5 train. samples; (d) Yale-B: 10 train.
samples; (e) PIE: 15 train. samples; (f) PIE: 20 train. samples; (g) Yale-B: 5 train. samples; (h) Yale-B: 10 train. samples.

2

Fig. 4. Parameter analysis for face recognition experiments. (a), (c) Error rate of CTA face recognition versus number of NN for graph embedding on PIE and
Yale-B in four cases of database partitions. (b), (d) Error rate of CTA face recognition versus number of dimension (d ; d ) for the learned tensor subspaces with
20 and 30 images per subject for training on PIE and Yale-B, respectively.

to each other. The normalization preprocessing in N-TLDA,
N-TLPP, and N-TLDE can significantly improve the performance of TLDA, TLPP, and TLDE. CTA still consistently outperforms the other 11 methods in all four cases of database partitions with the lowest error rates of 16.99%, 7.60%, 4.96%, and
2.94%, respectively. The dimensions of the four CTA subspaces
corresponding to the best results are 26 26, 23 23, 23 23,
and 23 23, respectively. The improvement of the recognition
accuracy by CTA is significant.

C. Discussion and Parameter Analysis
Fig. 3 shows the comparison plots of face recognition error
rates versus dimensions of the learned subspaces on PIE and
Yale-B for different database partition cases. The dimensions of
the learned subspaces for the tensorization methods are repre. One possible reason of the superior persented by
formance of CTA in the test lies on the large illumination variation of PIE database. CTA benefits from its robust similarity
measure which has the property of tolerating lighting and noise

variations [7], [22]. It also shows that normalization, as a general preprocessing, can improve the recognition accuracy. However, since CTA significantly outperforms N-TLDA, N-TLPP,
and N-TLDE, shown in Fig. 3(a)–(d), the advantages of CTA
benefit not only from the data normalization, but also from its
intrinsic discriminant properties, correlation metric, and maximal correlation affinity classification. In addition, CTA can run
much faster than the other methods using vector-based data representation. Note that the sharp rise of error rate for CTA in
Fig. 3(a) and (b), when the dimension is 20, is just a spike point,
which can be ignored since 20 is the upper bound of the tensor
space. The same phenomenon happens in Fig. 3(c) and (d) when
32 is the upper bound of the tensor space.
In the experiments, the number of NN for graph modeling
and the dimension of the tensor subspace
are
tuned in a brute-force manner. To simplify the analysis, we
and
.
consider the cases when
Fig. 4(a) and (c) shows the parameter analysis for the face recognition experiments. For each case of database partition, they
illustrate the error rate of CTA face recognition versus on
PIE and Yale-B, respectively. We observe that the four error
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rate curves in each figure approximately follow a similar trend.
The variation of recognition performance becomes small when
3 or 4. So, CTA is not sensitive to the parameter when it
is relatively large. Fig. 4(b) and (d) illustrates the error rate of
for
CTA face recognition versus number of dimension
the learned tensor subspaces with 20 and 30 images per subject
for training on PIE and Yale-B, respectively. These results are
consistent with that of Fig. 4(a) and (c). The 3-D surfaces indicate the low recognition errors when the numbers of dimension
are all relatively large.
As discussed before, setting correlation affinity weights with
different modes may introduce more parameters. For example,
balanced soft weights may introduce one parameter ; unbalanced soft weights may introduce two parameters and . The
more-parameter case may gain better performance, but may also
lead to tedious tuning work at the same time.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed to use correlation tensor analysis for appearance-based discriminant subspace learning. The design of CTA
is focused not only on subspace learning and data structure
aspects, but also on the similarity metric aspect to significantly
boost the discriminating power of feature extraction. Incorporating both correlation measure and tensor representation, CTA
conducts the graph embedding to differentiate image classes in
a Fisher type of learning manner. Real-world face recognition
experiments have demonstrated that the correlation-based
similarity measure incorporated with supervised multilinear
subspace learning can additionally improve the classification
performance, especially for classifying illumination dominated
imaging data. In particular, CTA benefits from both graph
embedding and tensor analysis to embody nice properties, such
as efficient dimensionality reduction (especially for small size
training data), effective discriminative embedding, and low
computational cost.
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